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Purpose: To compare the sensitivity, positive predictive value, and
diagnostic accuracy of superparamagnetic iron oxide
(SPIO)-enhanced magnetic resonance (MR) imaging with
those of 16–detector row computed tomography (CT) for
the detection of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in pa-
tients with hepatitis B–induced cirrhosis.

Materials and
Methods:

Institutional Review Board approval was obtained for this
study, and informed consent was obtained from all patients.
A total of 44 patients (36 men, eight women; age range,
35–67 years) with 59 HCCs and mild liver cirrhosis (Child-
Pugh score A or B) underwent multiphasic CT and SPIO-
enhanced MR imaging. The diagnosis of HCC was established
at surgical resection (n � 31) and percutaneous biopsy (n �
28). SPIO-enhanced MR imaging was composed of T2-
weighted turbo spin-echo and T2*-weighted gradient-echo
sequences. Multiphasic CT consisted of four phases (ie, early
arterial, late arterial, portal venous, and equilibrium). Three
observers independently analyzed each image in random or-
der. Sensitivity, positive predictive value, and diagnostic ac-
curacy were calculated by using the alternative free-response
receiver operating characteristic analysis for multi–detector
row CT and SPIO-enhanced MR imaging.

Results: Although not significant (P � .05), the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve for SPIO-enhanced
MR imaging (mean, 0.90) was higher than that for multi–
detector row CT (mean, 0.82) for all observers. Also,
although no significant difference was demonstrated by
any of the three observers (P � .05), there was a trend
toward increased sensitivity on both a per-lesion and a
per-patient basis for SPIO-enhanced MR imaging (mean,
84.7% and 94.7%, respectively) compared with multi–
detector row CT (mean, 76.9% and 88.6%, respectively).
No significant difference in positive predictive value was
observed between modalities.

Conclusion: SPIO-enhanced MR imaging and multiphasic CT show sim-
ilar diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and positive predictive
value for the detection of HCC in patients with relatively
mild hepatitis B–induced cirrhosis.
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Advances in various imaging mo-
dalities, including ultrasonogra-
phy (US), computed tomography

(CT), and magnetic reosnance (MR) im-
aging, have facilitated the detection of
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) at a
preclinical stage (1–3). As a result, the
resectability of HCC has markedly in-
creased during the past two decades,
thereby significantly improving survival
(4,5). Liver resection remains a good
treatment for HCC in patients with cir-
rhosis, but local methods of tumor abla-
tion, including transarterial chemoem-
bolization, percutaneous ethanol injec-
tion, and radiofrequency ablation, are
promising extensions of tumor therapy
for patients with limited liver function
or unresectable multifocal tumors (6–
9). Regardless of the therapeutic modal-
ities used, it is well known that the best
results are obtained in patients with
small, noninvasive tumors (10). There-
fore, it is important to choose an imag-
ing modality that has the highest sensi-
tivity for the detection of HCC.

During the past decade, multiphasic
dynamic CT and MR imaging have had
central roles in the evaluation of focal
liver lesions. With the development of a
variety of tissue-specific MR contrast
agents, such as superparamagnetic iron
oxide (SPIO) or gadobenate dimeglu-
mine, contrast material–enhanced MR
imaging of the liver has begun to be
regarded as a more accurate noninva-
sive imaging modality than biphasic he-
lical CT (11–16). The previous introduc-
tion of the multi–detector row CT scan-
ner for liver imaging, however, has
allowed the acquisition of optimum dy-
namic images with high temporal and
high z-axis resolution; this raises the ex-
pectation of further improvements in
the diagnostic accuracy of liver CT im-
aging comparable to or better than that
of liver MR imaging for the evaluation of
HCC (17–19).

Data from several reports have
demonstrated that the diagnostic accu-
racy or sensitivity of SPIO-enhanced
MR imaging is higher than that of dy-
namic CT for the detection of HCC (20–
23). To our knowledge, however, there
has been no comparative study between
SPIO-enhanced MR imaging and 16–

detector row CT for the detection of
HCC with acquisition of double arterial
phase images. The purpose of our
study, therefore, was to compare the
sensitivity, positive predictive value,
and diagnostic accuracy of SPIO-en-
hanced MR imaging with those of 16–
detector row CT for the detection of
HCC in patients with hepatitis B–ind-
uced cirrhosis.

Materials and Methods

Patient Population
Between September 2003 and June
2004, 67 patients (43 men, 24 women;
age range, 35–76 years; mean age, 57
years) who were suspected of having
HCC after review of clinical and prior
US findings underwent multiphasic con-
trast-enhanced dynamic multi–detector
row CT and SPIO-enhanced MR imag-
ing at Chonbuk National University Hos-
pital, which is a tertiary referral hospi-
tal. Underlying liver cirrhosis was re-
lated to viral hepatitis B in 64 patients,
viral hepatitis C in two patients, and
alcoholic cirrhosis in one patient. The
severity of liver cirrhosis was based on
the Child-Pugh classification (24), with
49 patients classified as Child-Pugh class
A, 16 as Child-Pugh class B, and the
remaining two as Child-Pugh class C.
Written informed consent was obtained
from each patient before they entered
into the study, and the institutional re-
view board of our hospital approved the
study.

For the 67 study patients, final inclu-
sion criteria were (a) multiphasic con-
trast-enhanced dynamic multi–detector
row CT and SPIO-enhanced MR imag-
ing performed within a 10-day interval
(mean, 4 days), (b) presence of histo-
logically proved nodular HCC at surgery
or image-guided percutaneous biopsy,
and (c) follow-up contrast-enhanced CT
or MR imaging performed at least 5
months after the initial imaging exami-
nation. A total of 23 of the 67 patients
were excluded from our study; 17 had
no histologic proof of HCC, two had
massive or infiltrative HCCs that in-
volved more than two segments of the
liver, two had too many (ie, more than

10) nodules to be analyzed, and two had
not undergone follow-up contrast-en-
hanced CT or MR imaging. Therefore,
the remaining 44 patients (36 men,
eight women; age range, 35–67 years;
mean age, 56 years) with HCCs formed
the final study group. All patients had
liver cirrhosis associated with viral hep-
atitis B. No patients with viral hepatitis
C, viral hepatitis A, or alcoholic cirrho-
sis were included in this study. No study
patients had liver masses other than the
HCCs, regenerating nodules, and he-
patic cysts. In all of these patients, liver
cirrhosis was determined by means of
clinical findings; blood tests that mea-
sured aspartate aminotransferase, ala-
nine aminotransferase, alkaline phos-
phatase, bilirubin, albumin, and globu-
lin levels; and histologic examination
(35 patients). A total of 35 patients
were classified as having Child-Pugh
class A cirrhosis, and the remaining
nine patients were classified as having
Child-Pugh class B cirrhosis.

Lesion Confirmation: Reference Standard
A total of 44 patients with 59 pathologi-
cally proved tumors (diameter range,
0.6–6.6 cm; mean, 1.8 cm) were in-
cluded in this study. Twenty-nine pa-
tients had one lesion each, and 15 pa-
tients had two lesions each. The final
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diagnosis of HCC was proved by obtain-
ing surgical specimens in 25 patients
and by performing core needle biopsy in
19 patients.

Determination of the total number of
lesions in the 25 patients with 31 HCCs
who underwent hepatic resection was
based on pathologic analysis of the surgi-
cal specimens and on the results of intra-
operative US. All hepatic surgeries were
performed by one experienced hepato-
biliary surgeon with 20 years of experi-
ence in liver surgery. At the time of sur-
gery, the surgeon (12 years of experience
with intraoperative US) performed intra-
operative US of the entire liver by using
dedicated intraoperative US in all study
patients. The average time interval be-
tween surgery and the last imaging exam-
ination was 9 days (range, 4–15 days).
Before surgery, the location and number
of liver masses at preoperative CT or MR
imaging were carefully and jointly re-
viewed by the surgeon and by one radiol-
ogist (Y.M.H., with 15 years of experi-
ence in both hepatobiliary intervention
and liver imaging).

After resection of the liver mass
(segmentectomy, 15 patients; enucle-
ation, 13 patients), the histopathologic
results of the resected hepatic speci-
mens were correlated with the preoper-
ative imaging findings obtained by the
radiologist. If additional hepatic nodules
were found at intraoperative US or pal-
pation, the hepatobiliary pathologist im-
mediately performed frozen section
analysis. For frozen section analysis, a
surgical specimen that was quickly fro-
zen at a �20°C was stained with hema-
toxylin-eosin; in this way, three addi-
tional HCCs that were not detected at
either CT or MR imaging were found in
three patients. One of the lesions was a
daughter nodule that measured 0.6 cm
in diameter and was located adjacent to
the main HCC, which measured 3 cm in
diameter; this daughter nodule was
proved to be a moderately differenti-
ated HCC. The other two lesions, which
measured 2 and 0.9 cm in diameter,
were hypovascular HCCs that were de-
tected at CT during arterial portogra-
phy; these two lesions proved to be
well-differentiated HCCs. For the 25 pa-
tients who underwent hepatic surgery,

follow-up images were used to ascertain
the absence of a tumor nodule in the
remaining liver after resection with in-
traoperative US.

The total number of tumor nodules
in the 13 patients with 22 lesions who
underwent transarterial chemoemboli-
zation was determined on the basis of a
combination of results from image-
guided biopsy (n � 22), CT hepatic ar-
teriography and CT during arterial por-
tography (n � 7), and CT performed
after the administration of iodized oil
(Lipiodol; Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois,
France) (n � 22), which was performed
after transarterial chemoembolization
and during follow-up CT or MR imaging
at least 5 months after the initial imag-
ing examination (n � 22). For CT per-
formed after the administration of io-
dized oil (25), hepatic angiography was
performed by one interventional radiol-
ogist (Y.M.H.) by using a digital angio-
graphic unit (Angiostar; Siemens, Er-
langen, Germany). Next, an emulsion of
5–10 mL of iodized oil with anticancer
drugs was injected through a catheter
while the tip of the catheter was placed
superselectively into the segmental or
subsegmental arteries that fed the tu-
mor. On a CT scan of the liver that was
obtained 1 month after the procedure,
the nodular areas of retained iodized oil
were diagnosed as HCC by the consen-
sus of three radiologists (C.S.K., Y.K.K.,
H.S.K.). At follow-up contrast-enhanced
CT or MR imaging, there were no newly
growing tumors except for the 22 tumors
that were found in the 13 study patients.

Diagnosis of HCC in the remaining
six patients with six lesions who under-
went radiofrequency thermal ablation
was based on the results of imaged-
guided biopsy and on the findings of fol-
low-up CT or MR imaging performed at
least 5 months after the initial imaging
examination. In one patient, diagnosis
of HCC was based on the results of he-
patic angiography. On follow-up im-
ages, no newly growing liver masses
were found, and so the total number of
lesions in each patient was regarded as
one. Follow-up contrast-enhanced CT
or MR imaging was performed for a
minimum of 6 months (range, 6–10
months) in all patients.

MR Imaging
All MR imaging examinations were per-
formed by using a 1.5-T superconduct-
ing imager (Magnetom Symphony; Sie-
mens) with a phased-array multicoil for
signal reception. The liver was imaged
in the transverse plane for all imaging
sequences. Baseline MR imaging in-
cluded a respiratory-triggered T2-
weighted turbo spin-echo sequence, a
breath-hold T2*-weighted fast imaging
with steady-state precession (FISP) se-
quence, and a breath-hold T1-weighted
fast low-angle shot sequence. Respirato-
ry-triggered T2-weighted turbo spin-
echo imaging was performed by using
3300–5500/85 (repetition time msec/
echo time msec), an echo train length of
five, a matrix of 256 � 512, and two
signals acquired. Breath-hold T2*-
weighted FISP was performed by using
180/12, a flip angle of 30°, a matrix of
96 � 256, and one signal acquired.
Breath-hold T1-weighted fast low-angle
shot imaging was performed by using
120/4, a flip angle of 70°, a matrix of
120 � 256, and one signal acquired. For
all sequences, a 6-mm section thickness
was used with a 10% intersection gap
and a field of view of 35–40 cm, depend-
ing on the size of the liver.

SPIO-enhanced MR imaging com-
prised a respiratory-triggered T2-
weighted turbo spin-echo sequence and
a breath-hold T2*-weighted FISP se-
quence, both of which were performed
by using the same parameters as those
used in baseline MR imaging. The SPIO
agent (Resovist; Schering, Berlin, Ger-
many), which was administered at a
dose of 8 �mol of iron per kilogram of
body weight, was rapidly injected intra-
venously through a 5-�m filter (1 mL/
sec) and was followed by a 15-mL flush
of sterile saline solution. Imaging com-
menced approximately 10 minutes after
intravenous injection of the SPIO agent.

Multi–Detector Row CT
CT examinations were performed by us-
ing a 16–detector row CT scanner
(Sensation 16; Siemens). Images were
acquired through the liver in a cranio-
caudal direction with a 1.5 � 16 beam
collimation. Other scanning parameters
were as follows: 160 mAs; 120 kVp;
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detector collimation, 1.5 mm; table
speed, 24 mm per rotation; and gantry
rotation time, 0.5 second. A reconstruc-
tion section thickness of 3.0 mm and a
reconstruction interval of 3.0 mm were
used. Before the examinations, patients
were instructed to hold their breath to
avoid motion artifacts.

Unenhanced multi–detector row CT
was performed first and began at the
top of the liver in a craniocaudal direc-
tion. After acquisition of unenhanced
liver images, contrast medium with a
concentration of 370 mg of iodine per
milliliter (iopromide, Ultravist 370;
Schering) was administered, and a
40-mL flush of sterile saline was per-
formed by using a power injector (Mul-
tilevel CT; Medrad, Pittsburgh, Pa).
The contrast medium and saline solu-
tion were injected at a rate of 3 mL/sec
through an 18-gauge plastic intravenous
catheter that was placed in an antecubi-
tal vein. The volume of contrast medium
(2 mL per kilogram of body weight) var-
ied depending on the body weight of
each patient; therefore, the total vol-
ume of contrast medium administered
was 110–150 mL (mean, 120 mL � 10
[standard deviation]). Determination of
the scanning delay for arterial phase im-
aging was achieved by using an auto-
matic bolus tracking technique (Sie-
mens). Single-level monitoring low-dose
scanning (120 kVp, 20 mA) was initi-
ated 10 seconds after contrast material
injection. Contrast material enhance-
ment was automatically calculated in by
placing the region of interest cursor
over the vessel of interest (abdominal
aorta), and the level of trigger threshold
was set at an increase of 80 HU. Five
seconds after the trigger threshold had
been reached, the early arterial phase
scanning began automatically. The dy-
namic images consisted of four phases
(ie, early arterial, late arterial, portal
venous, and equilibrium). The early and
late arterial phases were acquired sepa-
rately during each breath hold by using
a minimum interscan delay (5 seconds).
The start time of the late arterial phase
was fixed at 12 seconds after the start
time of the early arterial phase. The
mean scanning time delays of the early
and late arterial phases were 23 sec-

onds and 35 seconds, respectively. The
portal venous and equilibrium phases
were acquired at 70 seconds and 180
seconds, respectively, after administra-
tion of contrast medium. The acquisi-
tion time for each phase was 7–10 sec-
onds according to patient body size.

Imaging Analysis
Three faculty-level gastrointestinal radi-
ologists (C.S.K., Y.K.K., and H.S.K.,
with 20, 8, and 8 years of experience,
respectively) independently read the CT
and MR images. During the review pro-
cess, the observers were blinded to pa-
tient identifiers. All images were re-
viewed on a 2000 � 2000 picture ar-
chiving and communication systems
monitor (PACS; Marotech, Seoul, Ko-
rea). The readers were free to alter the
window level and window width at their
discretion. They were aware of the
overall goal of the study before the read-
ing session and knew that the patients
had liver cirrhosis and were at risk for
HCC. Observers were unaware, how-
ever, of the presence or location of any
liver lesions or of the results of other
imaging examinations. Two separate
sessions of image analysis were per-
formed. In the first session, either the
SPIO-enhanced MR image set (unen-
hanced T1-weighted and T2-weighted
images and contrast-enhanced T2-
weighted and T2*-weighted images) or
the multi–detector row CT image set
(unenhanced CT images and early arte-
rial, late arterial, portal venous, and
equilibrium phases) was randomly pre-
sented (ie, without any specific patient
order). Only one image set (ie, either
the CT or MR images of the same pa-
tients) was presented at a reading ses-
sion. In the second session, the remain-
ing CT and MR image sets were ran-
domly presented as in the first session.
To minimize any learning bias, we em-
ployed an interval of at least 4 weeks
between the two readings sessions.

The criteria for hypervascular HCC
at multi–detector row CT were defined
as nodules that (a) showed contrast-en-
hanced foci during the early and/or late
arterial phases and (b) demonstrated
washout during portal venous and equi-
librium phases. In addition, the diagnos-

tic criteria for hypovascular HCC at
multi–detector row CT were defined as
nodules that (a) measured larger than 1
cm, (b) showed hypoattenuation during
all dynamic phases with and/or without
capsular enhancement during the equi-
librium phase, and (c) did not fulfill the
diagnostic criteria for a cyst (ie, smooth
margins, homogeneous low attenuation
similar to that of water, and no en-
hancement during the contrast-en-
hanced examination).

The criterion for HCC at SPIO-en-
hanced MR imaging was defined as a
focal discrete nodular area that demon-
strated high signal intensity relative to
that of the adjacent liver parenchyma
(ie, lower than the signal intensity of
cerebrospinal fluid or the gallbladder on
T2-weighted turbo spin-echo images to
exclude a cyst) on both T2-weighted
SPIO-enhanced MR images.

Each observer recorded the pres-
ence and segment location of the HCC
lesions by using a four-point scale to
assign a confidence level to each lesion.
A confidence level of 1 was defined as
“probably not an HCC lesion,” a confi-
dence level of 2 was defined as “a possi-
ble HCC lesion,” a confidence level of 3
was defined as “a probable HCC lesion,”
and a confidence level of 4 was defined
as “a definite HCC lesion.” To achieve
an accurate correlation between the
findings of the scored lesions and the
reference standard, including intraop-
erative US, iodized oil CT, CT hepatic
angiography, CT during arterial portog-
raphy, and follow-up imaging, each ob-
server recorded the individual image
number, the locations of all lesions, and
the diameter of each lesion. For pa-
tients with multiple lesions located in
the same segment, the observers added
further description regarding the size
and location of the lesion within each
segment in order to avoid confusion in
the data analysis. After the three ob-
servers completed the review sessions,
the study coordinator (J.M.L, with 12
years of experience in abdominal imag-
ing) together with two observers
(Y.K.K, H.S.K) compared the scoring
results of each observer with the refer-
ence standard and devised a possible
explanation for the causes of the false-
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positive and false-negative findings by
each observer.

Statistical Analysis
Based on the reviews of the three ob-
servers, a alternative free-response re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve analysis was performed on a tu-
mor-by-tumor basis (26). For each im-
age set, an alternative free-response
ROC curve was fitted to each observer’s
confidence rating by using a maximum
likelihood estimation program (ROCKIT
0.9B; http://www-radiology.uchicago
.edu/krl/KRL_ROC/) (27). The diag-
nostic accuracy of each image set for
each observer and the composite data
were calculated by measuring the area
under the alternative free-response
ROC curve (Az). The differences be-
tween image sets in terms of the mean
Az value were statistically analyzed by
using the two-tailed Student t test for
paired data. The sensitivity for detec-
tion of HCC on a per-lesion and per-
patient basis and the positive predictive
value for each image set were then cal-
culated. To provide a range of plausible
differences in sensitivity, 95% confi-
dence intervals were also calculated
(28). True-positive lesions were consid-
ered to be those that were assigned a
confidence level of 3 or 4 by the observ-
ers but were confirmed to be HCC.
False-negative lesions were considered
to be those that were assigned a confi-
dence level of 1 or 2 but were actually
proved to be a lesion. The sensitivity
and positive predictive value of both CT
and MR images were compared by using
the McNemar test. A two-tailed P value
of less than .05 was considered to indi-
cate a statistically significant difference.

To assess interobserver agreement
for the evaluation of the two imaging
modalities, we calculated the � statistic
for multiple observers (29). Agreement
between blinded observers is reported
below in terms of � values, with � values
greater than 0 indicating a positive correla-
tion. A � value of less than 0.200 indicated
positive but poor agreement; 0.210–0.400,
fair agreement; 0.410–0.600, moderate
agreement; 0.610–0.800, good agreement;
and greater than 0.810, excellent agree-
ment. The level for statistical signifi-

cance was P � .05. The statistical anal-
yses were calculated by using a com-
mercially available software program
(SPSS 8.0; SPSS, Chicago, Ill).

Results

ROC Analysis
For all observers, the Az values (Table
1) for SPIO-enhanced MR imaging were
slightly higher than those for multi–de-
tector row CT. No statistically signifi-
cant difference in the Az value between
both image sets was demonstrated by
any of the three observers (mean Az

value for SPIO-enhanced MR imaging,
0.90; mean Az value for multi–detector
row CT, 0.82) (P � .05).

Sensitivity and Positive Predictive Value
Overall, there was a trend toward in-
creased sensitivity (Table 2) on both a
per-lesion and a per-patient basis for
SPIO-enhanced MR imaging (mean,
84.7% and 94.7%, respectively) com-
pared with multi–detector row CT
(mean, 76.9% and 88.6%, respective-
ly); a statistically significant difference
between these two values, however,
was not demonstrated by any of the
three observers on a per-lesion (observ-
ers 1 and 2, P � .06; observer 3, P �
.13) or per-patient (observers 1 and 2,
P � .25; observer 3, P � .50) basis (Fig
1). Among the 59 total HCCs, 50 lesions
(sensitivity, 84.7%; 95% confidence in-
terval: 73.0%, 92.8%) were identified
at SPIO-enhanced MR imaging by all ob-
servers. Multi–detector row CT facili-
tated the identification of 45 lesions by
observers 1 and 2 (sensitivity, 76.3%;
95% confidence interval: 63.4%, 86.4%)

and of 46 lesions by observer 3 (sensi-
tivity, 78.0%; 95% confidence interval:
65.3%, 87.7%). In a per-patient analy-
sis, SPIO-enhanced MR imaging de-
picted HCC in 42 patients for observers
1 and 2 (sensitivity, 95.5%; 95% confi-
dence interval: 84.5%, 99.3%) and in
41 patients for observer 3 (sensitivity,
93.2%; 95% confidence interval: 81.3%,
98.5%). Multi–detector row CT de-
picted HCC in 39 patients for all three
observers (sensitivity, 88.6%; 95% con-
fidence interval: 75.4%, 96.2%).

False-Negative Findings: Multi–Detector
Row CT and MR Imaging
There were nine lesions in seven pa-
tients that were not detected by any
observers at multi–detector row CT but
were revealed at SPIO-enhanced MR
imaging (Figs 1, 2). Five of these nine
lesions were confirmed at surgery, and
the others were confirmed at image-
guided biopsy. On retrospective review
of multi–detector row CT images, all
nine lesions were less than 10 mm in
diameter (0.6–0.9 cm) and were con-
sidered to be hypovascular HCCs at MR
imaging because they showed subtle low
attenuation in at least one of the four
dynamic phases (Figs 1, 2). Conversely,
four lesions (0.8–1.5 cm in diameter) in
four patients were not detected by any
observers at SPIO-enhanced MR imag-
ing but were detected by observers at
multi–detector row CT (Fig 3). One of
these lesions was confirmed at surgery
and was proved to be a well-differenti-
ated HCC. The other lesions were con-
firmed at image-guided biopsy with nod-
ular iodized oil uptake after transarte-
rial chemoembolization. These lesions
were hypervascular HCCs that showed

Table 1

Az Values Obtained with SPIO-enhanced MR Imaging and Multi–Detector Row CT for
the Detection of HCC

Observer
SPIO-enhanced
MR Imaging Multi–Detector Row CT

Difference in
Az Values P Value

1 0.89 � 0.05 0.82 � 0.07 0.08 � 0.07 .30
2 0.90 � 0.05 0.82 � 0.07 0.08 � 0.07 .25
3 0.91 � 0.05 0.82 � 0.07 0.09 � 0.07 .25

Note.—All Az values are presented as the mean � standard deviation.
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nodular enhancement and nodular
staining during the arterial phases of
multi–detector row CT and hepatic an-
giography. When we retrospectively re-
viewed the four missed lesions at SPIO-
enhanced MR imaging, all lesions were
masked by surrounding fibrosis or
showed faint and irregular areas of high
signal intensity with poor conspicuity
(Fig 3).

There were four small HCCs that
were not detected by any observers at
either SPIO-enhanced MR imaging or
multi–detector row CT. Three of these
HCCs were found at intraoperative US
and were then proved at surgery and
pathologic examination. The other le-
sion was found at CT hepatic angiogra-
phy and was confirmed with image-
guided biopsy. When we retrospectively
reviewed all of the images, three lesions
were not depicted at either CT or MR
imaging, and one lesion was missed ow-
ing to its location in the liver margin.

For positive predictive values, there
was no significant difference between
SPIO-enhanced MR imaging and multi–
detector row CT (P � .05). For all ob-
servers, four false-positive findings at
SPIO-enhanced MR imaging and seven
false-positive findings at multi–detector
row CT were found. False-positive find-
ings at SPIO-enhanced MR imaging and
multi–detector row CT were attributed
to the fibrosis and arterioportal shunt,
respectively.

For SPIO-enhanced MR imaging and
multi–detector row CT, the � values for
the three observers were 0.740–0.893,
indicating good or excellent interob-
server agreement with regard to the
presence of lesions (Table 3).

Discussion

We hypothesized that the diagnostic ac-
curacy of 16–detector row CT with a
highly concentrated iodine contrast
agent (30) could be comparable to that
of SPIO-enhanced MR imaging for the
evaluation of HCC. To our knowledge,
ours is the first comparative study of
SPIO-enhanced MR imaging and 16–
detector row CT that uses a multiphasic
technique for the detection of HCC. We
used two types of T2-weighted imaging
sequences for SPIO-enhanced MR imag-
ing—that is, a T2-weighted turbo spin-
echo sequence with a 512 matrix for
high-resolution imaging and a T2*-
weighted gradient-recalled echo se-
quence for maximum lesion-to-liver
contrast. The T2*-weighted gradient-re-
called echo sequence has been accepted
as the optimal pulse sequence because
of its greater susceptibility resulting
from local field inhomogeneity (31,32).
For multi–detector row CT, double ar-
terial phases were acquired in 3-mm
reconstruction intervals by using a
1.5-mm detector collimation and a
highly concentrated iodine contrast
agent.

In the alternative free-response
ROC analysis of our study, all three ob-
servers achieved higher diagnostic per-
formance with SPIO-enhanced MR im-
aging than with multi–detector row CT,
but the difference between the two
techniques was not statistically signifi-
cant for all observers (P � .05). Overall,
a trend was seen toward a more greatly
increased sensitivity with SPIO-en-
hanced MR imaging than with multi–
detector row CT, but a statistically sig-

nificant difference between the two
techniques was not found by any of the
three observers (P � .05). The nine
false-negative lesions in seven patients
at multi–detector row CT that were re-
vealed at SPIO-enhanced MR imaging
were hypovascular HCCs that measured
less than 10 mm in diameter and had
subtle low attenuation in at least one of
four dynamic phases during retrospec-
tive review. All observers either re-
garded these lesions as cirrhosis-related
benign nodules or missed these lesions
at image interpretation. It is well known
that detection and characterization of
hypovascular HCC is sometimes difficult
with dynamic CT or gadolinium-en-
hanced MR imaging (33–35). In our
study, hypovascular lesions that were
missed at multi–detector row CT were
smaller than 1 cm in diameter and
showed no capsular enhancement dur-
ing the equilibrium phase. Therefore,
when using only dynamic liver images, it
is still difficult to accurately diagnose
hypovascular liver lesions in patients
with cirrhosis, even when high-tempo-
ral-resolution and high-spatial-resolu-
tion multi–detector row CT is used. In
such cases, SPIO-enhanced MR imaging
has some merits over multi–detector
row CT.

Conversely, there were four lesions
in four patients that were detected only
at multi–detector row CT and not at
SPIO-enhanced MR imaging. Those
nodules were hypervascular HCCs that,
when compared with the liver paren-
chyma at multi–detector row CT,
showed hyperattenuation during the ar-
terial phases and hypoattenuation or
isoattenuation during the portal venous

Table 2

Sensitivity and Positive Predictive Value of SPIO-enhanced MR Imaging and Multi–Detector Row CT for the Detection of HCC

Observer

Sensitivity per Lesion (%)* Sensitivity per Patient (%)* Positive Predictive Value†

SPIO-enhanced
MR Imaging Multi–Detector Row CT

SPIO-enhanced
MR Imaging Multi–Detector Row CT

SPIO-enhanced
MR Imaging Multi–Detector Row CT

1 84.7 (50) 76.3 (45) 95.5 (42) 88.6 (39) 96.2 (2) 95.7 (2)
2 84.7 (50) 76.3 (45) 95.5 (42) 88.6 (39) 98.0 (1) 95.7 (2)
3 84.7 (50) 78.0 (46) 93.2 (41) 88.6 (39) 98.0 (1) 93.9 (3)

* Data in parentheses are the number of true-positive lesions.
† Data in parentheses are the number of false-positive lesions.
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Figure 1

Figure 1: A 7-mm HCC nodule in 61-year-old man with chronic viral hepatitis. Transverse (a) early arterial, (b) late arterial, (c) portal venous, and (d) equilibrium
phase CT scans show subtle low attenuation (arrow) in segment V, classified as a cirrhosis-related benign nodule by all observers. Transverse (e) SPIO-enhanced T2-
weighted turbo spin-echo and (f) T2*-weighted FISP MR images show nodular hyperintensity (arrow) at same location as on a–d, classified as HCC by all observers.
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Figure 2

Figure 2: Images of 7-mm HCC nodule in 58-year-old man with chronic viral
hepatitis. Transverse multi– detector row CT scans obtained during (a) late arterial
phase, (b) portal venous phase, and (c) equilibrium phase show subtle low attenua-
tion (arrow in b and c) in segment VI of the liver. This finding was missed by all
observers during image interpretation. (d) SPIO-enhanced respiratory-triggered
T2-weighted turbo spin-echo MR image and (e) breath-hold T2*-weighted FISP
MR image demonstrate definitive nodule with high signal intensity. Lesion was
classified as HCC by all observers and is shown at the same location (arrow in d
and e) as is seen on multi– detector row CT scans.
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phase and equilibrium phase. When we
retrospectively reviewed the four
missed lesions at SPIO-enhanced MR
imaging, all the lesions were masked by
surrounding fibrosis or appeared as ir-
regular and faint areas of high signal
intensity with poor conspicuity. The ma-
jor drawbacks of SPIO-enhanced MR
imaging are the poor lesion conspicuity
in late stage liver cirrhosis owing to fi-
brotic changes, the reduced uptake of
iron oxide particles owing to the de-
creased activity of Kupffer cells com-
pared with that of normal liver tissue,
and the not infrequent uptake of iron

oxide particles in well-differentiated
HCC (36,37). The four patients with
missed tumors at SPIO-enhanced MR
imaging had Child-Pugh scores that
were relatively higher (ie, scores of 8 or
9) than those of the majority of the
other patients with Child-Pugh class A
cirrhosis; this finding is well matched
with the findings described in previous
studies. Also, two of these patients with
missed tumors had well-differentiated
HCCs that might have contributed to
the poor conspicuity of the lesion owing
to a possible uptake of iron oxide parti-
cles by Kupffer cells in the HCC. In-

deed, the majority of patients enrolled
in our study had relatively well-pre-
served liver function that was classified
as Child-Pugh class A cirrhosis, and this
might be the one of main factors con-
tributing to the better diagnostic perfor-
mance of SPIO-enhanced MR imaging
compared with multi–detector row CT.

Our study has limitations. First, not
all lesions were surgically confirmed,
which could potentially result in an
overestimation of the actual sensitivity
of both imaging modalities by reducing
the number of false-negative lesions.
Nevertheless, in our study, we included

Figure 3

Figure 3: Images of HCC nodule in 55-year-old man with Child-Pugh class B cirrhosis. Transverse multi– detector row CT scans obtained during (a) late arterial
phase and (b) equilibrium phase demonstrate hypervascular HCC (arrow) in the right lobe of the liver. Lesion could not be seen on (c) SPIO-enhanced respiratory-trig-
gered T2-weighted turbo spin-echo MR image or (d) breath-hold T2*-weighted FISP MR image.
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only those patients who had undergone
surgery, who had not undergone sur-
gery but who had undergone CT with
iodized oil after transarterial chemoem-
bolization or radiofrequency ablation
with biopsy, or who had undergone fol-
low-up multi–detector row CT or MR
imaging at least 5 months after the ini-
tial imaging examination, during which
the liver segment was ascertained to be
free of clinically relevant lesions.

A second criticism of this study
could be the relatively slow injection
rate (3 mL/sec) of contrast material
during dynamic CT. Given that we used
a high concentration of iodine (ie, 370
mg iodine per milliliter), we could de-
liver a similar number of grams of io-
dine per second as other investigators
who used a higher injection rate of 4 or
5 mL/sec.

Third, a selection bias for the initial
referral for imaging may exist because
most patients included in our study
were suspected of having HCC on re-
view of clinical and prior US findings.
Therefore, lesions not apparent at US
may be underrepresented in our study.

Fourth, a separate analysis for le-
sion detection comparing early and late
arterial phases was not performed in
this study. Although double arterial
phase imaging could decrease the risk of
inappropriate timing of arterial phase
imaging, it may increase the radiation
dose compared with single arterial
phase imaging in patients with chronic
liver disease who are at high risk for
HCC; such patients should undergo pe-
riodic screening, including US or CT.
Given that many hypervascular tumors
are not markedly enhanced on early ar-
terial phase images, the future develop-

ment of optimized techniques for exact
arterial phase imaging may decrease the
clinical demand for double arterial
phase imaging except for preoperative
vascular mapping.

Last, in our study, 15 of 44 patients
had two HCCs. Therefore, there might
be a problem of data clustering in the
alternative free-response ROC analysis,
and there is a risk of overestimating the
statistical significance (38,39). How-
ever, until now, there seems to be no
perfect computer program to handle
this problem of alternative free-re-
sponse ROC analysis. To solve this
problem, further improvements in pro-
gramming will be necessary (40,41).

In summary, SPIO-enhanced MR
imaging and multiphasic multi–detector
row CT showed similar diagnostic accu-
racy and sensitivity for the detection of
HCC in patients with mild liver cirrhosis
on alternative free-response ROC analy-
sis.
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